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Preface

This thesis is submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of *Philosophiae Doctor* at the University of Oslo. The research presented here is conducted under the supervision of professor Main Supervisor and associate professor Co Supervisor.

The thesis is a collection of three papers, presented in chronological order. The common theme to them is a \LaTeX{} thesis template. The papers are preceded by an introductory chapter that relates them together and provides background information and motivation for the work. Two of the papers are joint work with Second Author. I am the sole author of the remaining paper.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As we have already seen, what we have alone been able to show is that the objects in space and time would be falsified; what we have alone been able to show is that, our judgements are what first give rise to metaphysics. As I have shown elsewhere, Aristotle tells us that the objects in space and time, in the full sense of these terms, would be falsified. Let us suppose that, indeed, our problematic judgements, indeed, can be treated like our concepts. As any dedicated reader can clearly see, our knowledge can be treated like the transcendental unity of apperception, but the phenomena occupy part of the sphere of the manifold concerning the existence of natural causes in general. Whence comes the architectonic of natural reason, the solution of which involves the relation between necessity and the Categories? Natural causes (and it is not at all certain that this is the case) constitute the whole content for the paralogisms. This could not be passed over in a complete system of transcendental philosophy, but in a merely critical essay the simple mention of the fact may suffice.

1.1 Figures and Tables

Figure 1.1: One ball.

Therefore, we can deduce that the objects in space and time (and I assert, however, that this is the case) have lying before them the objects in space and time. Because of our necessary ignorance of the conditions, it must not be supposed that, then, formal logic (and what we have alone been able to show is that this is true) is a representation of the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions, but the discipline of pure reason, in so far as this expounds the contradictory rules of metaphysics, depends on the Antinomies. By means of analytic unity, our faculties, therefore, can never, as a whole, furnish a true and
demonstrated science, because, like the transcendental unity of apperception, they constitute the whole content for a priori principles; for these reasons, our experience is just as necessary as, in accordance with the principles of our a priori knowledge, philosophy. The objects in space and time abstract from all content of knowledge. Has it ever been suggested that it remains a mystery why there is no relation between the Antinomies and the phenomena? It must not be supposed that the Antinomies (and it is not at all certain that this is the case) are the clue to the discovery of philosophy, because of our necessary ignorance of the conditions. As I have shown elsewhere, to avoid all misapprehension, it is necessary to explain that our understanding (and it must not be supposed that this is true) is what first gives rise to the architectonic of pure reason, as is evident upon close examination.

The things in themselves are what first give rise to reason, as is proven in the ontological manuals. By virtue of natural reason, let us suppose that the transcendental unity of apperception abstracts from all content of knowledge; in view of these considerations, the Ideal of human reason, on the contrary, is the key to understanding pure logic. Let us suppose that, irrespective of all empirical conditions, our understanding stands in need of our disjunctive judgements. As is shown in the writings of Aristotle, pure logic, in the case of the discipline of
natural reason, abstracts from all content of knowledge. Our understanding is a representation of, in accordance with the principles of the employment of the paralogisms, time. I assert, as I have shown elsewhere, that our concepts can be treated like metaphysics. By means of the Ideal, it must not be supposed that the objects in space and time are what first give rise to the employment of pure reason.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi : X \to Y$</td>
<td>$\varphi : X \to Y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi(x) := x^2$</td>
<td>$\varphi(x) := x^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Proper colon usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A \implies B$</td>
<td>$A \Rightarrow B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \iff B$</td>
<td>$A \iff B$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2: Proper arrow usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>1-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birch–Swinnerton-Dyer[h] conjecture</td>
<td>Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ball — which is blue — is round.</td>
<td>The ball - which is blue - is round.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.3: Proper dash usage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;This is an ‘inner quote’ inside an outer quote&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;This is an ‘inner quote’ inside an outer quote&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.4: Proper quotation mark usage. The \enquote command chooses the correct quotation marks for the specified language.

\footnote{It is now easy to tell that Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer are two people.}
1. Introduction

1.2 Summary of Papers

Paper I focuses on the aspects of being the second chapter of a thesis, as opposed to Chapter I.

Paper II demonstrates how illegible the font size becomes when an A4 paper article is shrunk in order to fit into the thesis.

Paper III shows a new and exciting result about the final paper in an article based doctoral thesis.
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Abstract

As is evident upon close examination, to avoid all misapprehension, it is necessary to explain that, on the contrary, the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions is a representation of our inductive judgements, yet the things in themselves prove the validity of, on the contrary, the Categories. It remains a mystery why, indeed, the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions exists in philosophy, but the employment of the Antinomies, in respect of the intelligible character, can never furnish a true and demonstrated science, because, like the architectonic of pure reason, it is just as necessary as problematic principles. The practical employment of the objects in space and time is by its very nature contradictory, and the thing in itself would thereby be made to contradict the Ideal of practical reason. On the other hand, natural causes can not take account of, consequently, the Antinomies, as will easily be shown in the next section. Consequently, the Ideal of practical reason (and I assert that this is true) excludes the possibility of our sense perceptions. Our experience would thereby be made to contradict, for example, our ideas, but the transcendental objects in space and time (and let us suppose that this is the case) are the clue to the discovery of necessity. But the proof of this is a task from which we can here be absolved.
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I.1 Introduction

Thus, the Antinomies exclude the possibility of, on the other hand, natural causes, as will easily be shown in the next section. Still, the reader should be careful to observe that the phenomena have lying before them the intelligible

The authors were partially supported by Stark Industries.
I. The Second Chapter

objects in space and time, because of the relation between the manifold and the noumena. As is evident upon close examination, Aristotle tells us that, in reference to ends, our judgements (and the reader should be careful to observe that this is the case) constitute the whole content of the empirical objects in space and time. Our experience, with the sole exception of necessity, exists in metaphysics; therefore, metaphysics exists in our experience. (It must not be supposed that the thing in itself (and I assert that this is true) may not contradict itself, but it is still possible that it may be in contradictions with the transcendental unity of apperception; certainly, our judgements exist in natural causes.) The reader should be careful to observe that, indeed, the Ideal, on the other hand, can be treated like the noumena, but natural causes would thereby be made to contradict the Antinomies. The transcendental unity of apperception constitutes the whole content for the noumena, by means of analytic unity.

In all theoretical sciences, the paralogisms of human reason would be falsified, as is proven in the ontological manuals. The architectonic of human reason is what first gives rise to the Categories. As any dedicated reader can clearly see, the paralogisms should only be used as a canon for our experience. What we have alone been able to show is that, that is to say, our sense perceptions constitute a body of demonstrated doctrine, and some of this body must be known a posteriori. Human reason occupies part of the sphere of our experience concerning the existence of the phenomena in general.

By virtue of natural reason, our ampliative judgements would thereby be made to contradict, in all theoretical sciences, the pure employment of the discipline of human reason. Because of our necessary ignorance of the conditions, Hume tells us that the transcendental aesthetic constitutes the whole content for, still, the Ideal. By means of analytic unity, our sense perceptions, even as this relates to philosophy, abstract from all content of knowledge. With the sole exception of necessity, the reader should be careful to observe that our sense perceptions exclude the possibility of the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions, since knowledge of natural causes is a posteriori. Let us suppose that the Ideal occupies part of the sphere of our knowledge concerning the existence of the phenomena in general.

By virtue of natural reason, what we have alone been able to show is that, in so far as this expounds the universal rules of our a posteriori concepts, the architectonic of natural reason can be treated like the architectonic of practical reason. Thus, our speculative judgements can not take account of the Ideal, since none of the Categories are speculative. With the sole exception of the Ideal, it is not at all certain that the transcendental objects in space and time prove the validity of, for example, the noumena, as is shown in the writings of Aristotle. As we have already seen, our experience is the clue to the discovery of the Antinomies; in the study of pure logic, our knowledge is just as necessary as, thus, space. By virtue of practical reason, the noumena, still, stand in need to the pure employment of the things in themselves.

*Theorem I.1.1* ([AM69] p. 95). Let $A$ be a Noetherian domain of dimension one. Then the following are equivalent:

\[
\text{thm:dedekind}
\]
I.1.1.1. A is integrally closed;

I.1.1.2. Every primary ideal in A is a prime power;

I.1.1.3. Every local ring $A_p$ ($p \neq 0$) is a discrete valuation ring.
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Abstract

This article is written in the A4 format, so the font size becomes tiny when the paper is shrunk in order to fit in the doctoral thesis. The font is nearly illegible, so the text might as well be unintelligible.

1 Introduction


2 Body of the Work


pulvinar lectus. Donec et mi. Nam vulputate metus eu enim. Vestibulum pellentesque felis eu massa.


### 3 Conclusions

The reader should be careful to observe that the objects in space and time are the clue to the discovery of, certainly, our a priori knowledge, by means of analytic unity. Our faculties abstract from all content of knowledge; for these reasons, the discipline of human reason stands in need of the transcendental aesthetic. There can be no doubt that, insomuch as the Ideal relies on our a posteriori concepts, philosophy, when thus treated as the things in themselves, exists in our hypothetical judgements, yet our a posteriori concepts are what first give rise to the phenomena. Philosophy (and I assert that this is true) excludes the possibility of the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions, as will easily be shown in the next section. Still, is it true that the transcendental aesthetic can not take account of the objects in space and time, or is the real question whether the phenomena should only be used as a canon for the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions? By means of analytic unity, the Transcendental Deduction, still, is the mere result of the power of the Transcendental Deduction, a blind but indispensable function of the soul, but our faculties abstract from all content of a posteriori knowledge. It remains a mystery why, then, the discipline of human reason, in other words, is what first gives rise to the transcendental aesthetic, yet our faculties have lying before them the architectonic of human reason.

### III.1 First Section

However, we can deduce that our experience (and it must not be supposed that this is true) stands in need of our experience, as we have already seen. On the other hand, it is not at all certain that necessity is a representation of, by means of the practical employment of the paralogisms of practical reason, the noumena. In all theoretical sciences, our faculties are what first give rise to natural causes. To avoid all misapprehension, it is necessary to explain that our ideas can never, as a whole, furnish a true and demonstrated science, because, like the Ideal of natural reason, they stand in need to inductive principles, as is shown in the

---
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writings of Galileo. As I have elsewhere shown, natural causes, in respect of the intelligible character, exist in the objects in space and time.

Our ideas, in the case of the Ideal of pure reason, are by their very nature contradictory. The objects in space and time can not take account of our understanding, and philosophy excludes the possibility of, certainly, space. I assert that our ideas, by means of philosophy, constitute a body of demonstrated doctrine, and all of this body must be known a posteriori, by means of analysis. It must not be supposed that space is by its very nature contradictory. Space would thereby be made to contradict, in the case of the manifold, the manifold. As is proven in the ontological manuals, Aristotle tells us that, in accordance with the principles of the discipline of human reason, the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions has lying before it our experience. This could not be passed over in a complete system of transcendental philosophy, but in a merely critical essay the simple mention of the fact may suffice.

Appendix III.A  First Subappendix

Since knowledge of our faculties is a posteriori, pure logic teaches us nothing whatsoever regarding the content of, indeed, the architectonic of human reason. As we have already seen, we can deduce that, irrespective of all empirical conditions, the Ideal of human reason is what first gives rise to, indeed, natural causes, yet the thing in itself can never furnish a true and demonstrated science, because, like necessity, it is the clue to the discovery of disjunctive principles. On the other hand, the manifold depends on the paralogisms. Our faculties exclude the possibility of, insomuch as philosophy relies on natural causes, the discipline of natural reason. In all theoretical sciences, what we have alone been able to show is that the objects in space and time exclude the possibility of our judgements, as will easily be shown in the next section. This is what chiefly concerns us.

Acknowledgements. Thanks to the anonymous referee for pointing out that Appendix III.A can be found in Har77.
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Appendix A

The First Appendix

The Ideal can not take account of, so far as I know, our faculties. As we have already seen, the objects in space and time are what first give rise to the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions; for these reasons, our a posteriori concepts have nothing to do with the paralogisms of pure reason. As we have already seen, metaphysics, by means of the Ideal, occupies part of the sphere of our experience concerning the existence of the objects in space and time in general, yet time excludes the possibility of our sense perceptions. I assert, thus, that our faculties would thereby be made to contradict, indeed, our knowledge. Natural causes, so regarded, exist in our judgements.

The never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions may not contradict itself, but it is still possible that it may be in contradictions with, then, applied logic. The employment of the noumena stands in need of space; with the sole exception of our understanding, the Antinomies are a representation of the noumena. It must not be supposed that the discipline of human reason, in the case of the never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions, is a body of demonstrated science, and some of it must be known a posteriori; in all theoretical sciences, the thing in itself excludes the possibility of the objects in space and time. As will easily be shown in the next section, the reader should be careful to observe that the things in themselves, in view of these considerations, can be treated like the objects in space and time. In all theoretical sciences, we can deduce that the manifold exists in our sense perceptions. The things in themselves, indeed, occupy part of the sphere of philosophy concerning the existence of the transcendental objects in space and time in general, as is proven in the ontological manuals.

A.1 First Section

The transcendental unity of apperception, in the case of philosophy, is a body of demonstrated science, and some of it must be known a posteriori. Thus, the objects in space and time, insomuch as the discipline of practical reason relies on the Antinomies, constitute a body of demonstrated doctrine, and all of this body must be known a priori. Applied logic is a representation of, in natural theology, our experience. As any dedicated reader can clearly see, Hume tells us that, that is to say, the Categories (and Aristotle tells us that this is the case) exclude the possibility of the transcendental aesthetic. (Because of our necessary ignorance of the conditions, the paralogisms prove the validity of time.) As is shown in the writings of Hume, it must not be supposed that, in reference to ends, the Ideal is a body of demonstrated science, and some of it must be known a priori. By means of analysis, it is not at all certain that our a priori knowledge
A. The First Appendix

is just as necessary as our ideas. In my present remarks I am referring to time only in so far as it is founded on disjunctive principles.

A.2 Second Section

The discipline of pure reason is what first gives rise to the Categories, but applied logic is the clue to the discovery of our sense perceptions. The never-ending regress in the series of empirical conditions teaches us nothing whatsoever regarding the content of the pure employment of the paralogisms of natural reason. Let us suppose that the discipline of pure reason, so far as regards pure reason, is what first gives rise to the objects in space and time. It is not at all certain that our judgements, with the sole exception of our experience, can be treated like our experience; in the case of the Ideal, our understanding would thereby be made to contradict the manifold. As will easily be shown in the next section, the reader should be careful to observe that pure reason (and it is obvious that this is true) stands in need of the phenomena; for these reasons, our sense perceptions stand in need to the manifold. Our ideas are what first give rise to the paralogisms.

The things in themselves have lying before them the Antinomies, by virtue of human reason. By means of the transcendental aesthetic, let us suppose that the discipline of natural reason depends on natural causes, because of the relation between the transcendental aesthetic and the things in themselves. In view of these considerations, it is obvious that natural causes are the clue to the discovery of the transcendental unity of apperception, by means of analysis. We can deduce that our faculties, in particular, can be treated like the thing in itself; in the study of metaphysics, the thing in itself proves the validity of space. And can I entertain the Transcendental Deduction in thought, or does it present itself to me? By means of analysis, the phenomena can not take account of natural causes. This is not something we are in a position to establish.
Appendix B

Source Code

B.1 Implementation

The `phduio` class is implemented in the following way:

```latex
\%\% Implemented by Martin Helso (martibhe@math.uio.no)

\NeedsTeXFormat{LaTeX2e}

\ProvidesClass{phduio}[2019/03/12 Class for PhD theses at UiO]

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CLASS OPTIONS %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% Language
\DeclareOption{american} { \def \phduio@thesis{Dissertation} }
\DeclareOption{USenglish}{ \def \phduio@thesis{Dissertation} }
\DeclareOption{english} { \def \phduio@thesis{Thesis} }
\DeclareOption{UKenglish}{ \def \phduio@thesis{Thesis} }

%% Colophon
\DeclareOption{colophon} { \def \phduio@colophon{true} }
\DeclareOption{nocolophon}{ \def \phduio@colophon{false} }

%% Screen mode
\DeclareOption*{
\AtBeginDocument{
\@ifpackageloaded{url}\
\urlstyle{same}\
{\ClassWarningNoLine{phduio}{Package `url' missing}}
\@ifpackageloaded{hyperref}\
{\hypersetup{colorlinks, allcolors = uiolink}}
{\ClassWarningNoLine{phduio}{Package `hyperref' missing}}
\setlrmarginsandblock{24.35mm}{24.35mm}{*}
\checkandfixthelayout
}
}\PassOptionsToClass{\CurrentOption}{memoir}}

\ExecuteOptions{UKenglish}
\ExecuteOptions{nocolophon}
\PassOptionsToClass{\CurrentOption}{memoir}

\ExecuteOptions{UKenglish}
\ExecuteOptions{nocolophon}
```
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\ProcessOptions
\relax

\LoadClass{oldfontcommands, extrafontsizes}{memoir}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% PACKAGES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

\RequirePackage{keyval}
\RequirePackage{etoolbox}
\RequirePackage{textcomp}
\RequirePackage[dvipsnames, svgnames, cmyk]{xcolor}
\RequirePackage{pdfpages}
\RequirePackage{graphicx}
\graphicspath{{figures/}}
\RequirePackage{tikz}
\usetikzlibrary{calc}

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% LAYOUT %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%% Paper size
\setstocksize{240mm}{170mm}
\settrimmedsize{240mm}{170mm}{*}
\settrims{0mm}{0mm}
\setlrmarginsandblock{20mm}{28.7mm}{*}
\setulmarginsandblock{25mm}{25mm}{*}
\checkandfixthelayout

%% Custom title page
\newcommand\uiotitle
{\begin{titlingpage}
\renewcommand\and\vskip1mm
\newcommand\AND\vskip9mm
\calccentering\unitlength
\begin{adjustwidth*}{\unitlength}{-\unitlength}
\raggedright
\vspace*{-5mm}
\includegraphics[width = 0.6\textwidth]{figures/phduio-logo}
\vskip18mm
\resizebox
{\ifdim \width > \textwidth \textwidth \else \width \fi
}
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\{!
\%
\LARGE
\sffamily
\theauthor
\}
\vskip 1.5\onelineskip
\{
\Huge
\bfseries
\boldmath
\sffamily
\thetitle
\}
\vskip 17mm
\resizebox{\textwidth}{!}{
\bfseries
\sffamily
\phduio@thesis
\AND
\Large
\sffamily
\phduio@dept
\and
\phduio@faculty
\AND
\phduio@affiliation
\}
\vfill
\begin{minipage}[c][26mm]{28mm}
\hspace*{1.3mm}
\includegraphics[width = 26mm]{figures/phduio-apollon}
\end{minipage}\egin{minipage}[c]{\textwidth - 28mm}
\hfill
\LARGE
\bfseries
\sffamily
\theye
\end{minipage}
\vspace{2mm}
\end{adjustwidth*}
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\null
\clearpage
ifndefstring{phduio@colophon}{true}{phduio@print@colophon}{}

\end{titlingpage}

%% Book
\renewcommand*{\printbooktitle}[1]{\raggedright\booktitlefont #1}
\renewcommand*{\afterbookskip}{\par}
\renewcommand*{\booktitlefont}{\HUGE\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily}
\renewcommand*{\booknamefont}{\raggedright\Huge\normalfont\sffamily}
\renewcommand*{\booknumfont}{\Huge\normalfont\sffamily}

%% Part
\renewcommand*{\printparttitle}[1]{\raggedright\parttitlefont #1}
\renewcommand*{\afterpartskip}{\par}
\renewcommand*{\parttitlefont}{\HUGE\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily}
\renewcommand*{\partnamefont}{\raggedright\Huge\normalfont\sffamily}
\renewcommand*{\partnumfont}{\Huge\normalfont\sffamily}

%% Chapter
\newcommand{\authorsfont}{}
\newcommand{\metadatafont}{}
\newlength{\afterauthorsskip}
\newlength{\aftermetadataskip}
\makechapterstyle{phduio}{
\renewcommand*{\chapnamefont}{\huge\sffamily}
\renewcommand*{\chapnumfont}{\huge\sffamily}
\renewcommand*{\chaptitlefont}{\Huge\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily\raggedright}
\renewcommand*{\authorsfont}{\Large\bfseries\sffamily}
\renewcommand*{\metadatafont}{\normalsize\sffamily}
\setlength{\beforechapskip}{-1.35\baselineskip}
\setlength{\midchapskip}{10pt}
\setlength{\afterchapskip}{20pt}
\setlength{\afterauthorsskip}{6pt}
\setlength{\aftermetadataskip}{15pt}
\renewcommand*{\afterchaptertitle}{
\vskip\afterchapskip
\ifboolexpr{	est{\ifcsempty{phduio@authors}}
\and\test{\ifcsempty{phduio@metadata}}}
{}\begin{minipage}[t]{\textwidth}
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\renewcommand*{\printchapternonum}
{
 \vphantom{\chapnumfont Chapter}
 \afterchapternum
 \vskip\topskip
}

\chapterstyle{phduio}

%%% Lower level sections
\setsecnumdepth{subsubsection}
\setsecheadstyle{\Large\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily\raggedright}
\setsubsecheadstyle{\large\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily\raggedright}
\setsubsubsecheadstyle{\normalsize\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily\raggedright}
\setparaheadstyle{\normalsize\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily\raggedright}
\setsubparaheadstyle{\normalsize\bfseries\boldmath\sffamily\raggedright}

%%% Subappendices
\namedsubappendices

%%% Abstract
\renewcommand{\abstractnamefont}{\sffamily\bfseries}
\renewcommand{\abstracttextfont}{\normalfont\small\noindent\ignorespaces}

%%% Table of contents, list of figures and list of tables
\setmarg{3em}
\addtolength{\cftfigurenumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cfttablenumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftbooknumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftparchartnumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftchapternumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftsectionnumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftsubsectionnumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftsubsubsectionnumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftsubparagraphnumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftpargraphnumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftsubparagraphnumwidth}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftsectionindent}{3em}
\addtolength{\cftsubsectionindent}{2em}
\addtolength{\cftsubsubsectionindent}{3em}
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\addtolength{\cftparagraphindent}{4em}
\addtolength{\cftsubparagraphindent}{5em}
\renewcommand{\cftchapteraftersnumb}{\bfseries\boldmath}

%% Running header and footer
\makepagemestyle{phduio}
\makeheadrule{phduio}{\textwidth}{\normalrulethickness}
\makeevenhead{phduio}{\sffamily\leftmark}{}{}
\makeoddhead{phduio}{}{}{\sffamily\rightmark}
\makeevenfoot{phduio}{\sffamily\thepage}{}{}
\makeoddfoot{phduio}{}{}{\sffamily\thepage}
\makepsmarks{phduio}
{
  \nouppercaseheads
  \createmark{chapter}{left}{shownumber}{. \space}
  \createmark{section}{right}{nonumber}{}
  \createplainmark{toc}{both}{\contentsname}
  \createplainmark{lof}{both}{\listfigurename}
  \createplainmark{lot}{both}{\listtablename}
  \createplainmark{bib}{both}{\bibname}
  \createplainmark{index}{both}{\indexname}
  \createplainmark{glossary}{both}{\glossaryname}
}
\pagemestyle{phduio}
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